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INTRODUCTION
Yan does not live by the dictates of a predetermined
reality. He constructs his own reality, and, together with
the realities of others, he helps to create the phenomenon
known as his "social world." This point of view is expressed
by Richard Quinney in his recent book, Social Reality of
Crime. He suggests that the construction of this "social
is rol7tc.d tc "th-, ::ncw1P,17rn..117o17c,
to which he is exposed, and the manner in which he selects
and interprets the information to fit the world he is '[-,han-
1
!uinney -Ices not state +1,4- per se is the
reference Point for man's behavior. Rather, he contends that
man behaves according to his particular ccnceptions of
reality.
2
The conceptions which constitute our "social world"
span many areas--including that of crime. It is the Purpose
of this paper to examine criminal conceptions and their
relevance to social reality. Criminal conceptions may be
c'oc 4 a1 :ralitv






discussed through various means:
3 the mode employed in this
study is that of "social reaction" to crime.
Social reacticns to crime are a reflection of the
reality the public has ccnctructed in reEard to crime. Conse-
quently, peorle _zeet in ssecific, patterned ways to the
occurrence of an act which is criminally defined, to the
enforcement and administration of the ler:, and to the treat-
ment of the offender. Naturally, there must first be a social
reality cf crime 4 4: there is to be social reaction to crime.
However, as :,uinney indicates, social reaction to crime is an
equally imsortant feetor since it helss to share the sccial
reality of crime. :hreugh their reections to crime, persons
are helping to devel - patterns for future restonses to erise.
Sccial reaction to crime is patterned in terms of the
norms of the societw in which it takes place. These norms
usually vary 
accerdini 
to one's status and locality. Thus,
socieal reactions may vary throughout a .eosulation in terms
of such socially 7:levant characteristic: as eex, age,
religion, ethnicity, social class, occupation, and region of
country. An individeel's response to crime larcely depends
on the lenowled4;e etcu t crime and serceptions about the
4-"Uk
reaninz- of crime which he obtains within his orn social
context.5 The following excerpt illustrates how a person's
rerception of crime serves as a frame of reference for his
own understanding of and reaction to the crime phenomenon:
Attitudes to crime and criminals then, vary,
not so much in terms of the intrinsic nature of
the criminal act, but in terms of the likelihood
of the act being an established part of the
observer's own social world. Crime is in the
last analysis what the other nerson dces. What
I do, if it is against the law, is susceptible to
redefinition through rationalization. :7;ven if
the observer is unlikely to - commit the particular
crime in question, his attitude to it will be
conditioned by a der7ree of mc4ificaticn which may
result in either a lenient tolerance or a nuni—
tive rejection, depending unon hew far the crime
threatens the observe', or the grout to which
they all be1ong.0
This study examines social reaction to crime frc the
standpoint of the social context of the respondent. :ore
specifically, it examines public images of criminals in terms
of selected social characteristics of the respondents.
5Ibid.
6,lerrence Eorris, "The Social Toleration of Crime,"
cited 1)7 Hush J. YlRre, ed. Chm-!rfn. , Ccr,cr,!rts of C.rsre nnd
Its Treatment, (Oxford: 7301-gr-Ylon Press, Tn. 33-34.
•
CHAPTER I
R -71/I71 0"v LITERATURE AND STATITENT OF THE PROBLEM
Sociological researchers have accumulated numerous
studies describing the Phenomenon of crime. In the cast
many of these studies have been directed toward the classi-
fication and analysis of deviant forms of behavior.
7 These
studies stemmed frcm the rerspective that the solution to
crime prevention and treatment can be discovered within the
cv.im;r-1- SC crcnt•
deviants which makes them behave in a criminal manner.
3
A new rerspective has emerged in recent 7cars which
rects cr inherent doviance. This v4 7w,
referred tc as the "societal reactions" perspective, suegests
that an act can be defined as deviant only if the de-r;n't4 on
include- an analysis of the audience's reacticn to the act
as deviant.' The distinguishing feature in a deviant act lies
in factors external to the deviant (i.e. society, law).
7John I. 1/.- touse, "Societal Reactions To Deviant Behav-
ior: Problems of Theory and Kethod," Social Problems,




aciz Gibbs, "Conceptions of Deviant Behavior: ilew




One supporter of the "societal reactions" perspective
is John I. Yitsuse whc theorizes that deviants are not
distinguished from non-deviants by forms of behavior rer se.
He suggests that it is those members of a society who confcrm
to the conventional norms who decide what behavior s dev'ant.
and, therefore, label those runty of such behavior as
"deviant." 
10
Si any. from the -oint of view of Howard S.
Becker, "deviance is not a ouality of the act a person ccmmite.
but, rather, a consequence of the application by others cf
11 rules and sanctions to an offender." This statement gives
further cur_IDo-r-t to the view that deviant behavior is behavior
that has been labeled deviant.
Another contemporary sociologist, leai T. erikson, sup-
ports the assertien that deviance is not inherent in
particular forms of behavior. He maintains that the decisive
variable in the stl:dy r. deviance is the "social audience"
which deciaes what actions are deviant and, concurrently,
which persons are deviant. 
12 
Edwin L. Le:Tert defends the
perspective that deviance develops as a consequence of
social control. He maintains that social contrcl, from this
Litsuse, "Fccietal Reactions to Deviant Behavior,"
p. 253.
11_
ricward 3. 3ecker, eu-t;siders, ,4ew York: The :Crec
Press of Glencoe, 1S,C3), p. 9.
2Yai T. :rikson, "lictes on the SociolorT of Deviance,"
Social Trobler-s, (:ring, 1962), p. 308.
.4Y•
6
viewpoint, must be considered as an inderendent variable--
a cause--rather than the effect or the result of 
deviation.1 -1
By examining the studies mentioned thus far we obtain a
basic understandim7 of the broad outlines of the perspective
of "societal reactions" to deviant behavior. I:owever, studies
regarding specific evidence of societal reactions are almost
non-existent.
14
Recney and Gibbons explain this deficiency
by declarinE the study of public reactions to be in the
"initial stages of development."
15
Schur and Akers indicate
this to be a neglected area of research.
16
hether the lack
of such studies is a rroblem of developmental stages cr one
of neglect, the conseouences remain the same. Without suf-
_esicien •it empiricai studies in all phases o crime, any theor
which arc developed to explain this phenemenon will remain
incomplete. Conceouently, until we are able to establish
13
Isdwin Y. -Le7.ert, Human Deviance, Social Problems. and




zabetn A. Rooney and Don C. Gibbons, "Social Reac-
tions To 'Crimes 7:ithout Victims,'" Social Problems, (SnrinE,
1966), p. 401; Thomas E. Dow, Jr., "The sole of identificaticn
In Conditionin,7 Public Attitude Toward The Offender," The
Journal of Crimin21 la, Criminolc;Tv and rolice Science,
(1,:arch, 1967), r. 75; Don C. Gibbons, "Crime and Punishment:
A Study In Social Attitudes," Social Forces, (June, 1969),
p. 392.
15
Rooney and Gibbons, "Social Reactions to 'Crimes
Without Victims,'" p. 401.
16_ .Jawin L. Schur, Crimes ';:ithout Victims, (lew Jersey:
Prentice Hall, 1965), p. 175; Ronald L. Akers, "Problems In
The Sociolou of Deviance: Social Definitions and Behavior,"
Social Forces, (June, 1968), p. 460.
4
7
adequate theoretical measures of the amount and types of
criminal behavior, we will not be able to sec.:re sufficient
information to enable us to rrevent and treat criminal
behavior effective:,.
In a recent article Gibbons illustrates the need for
research evidence on citizen attitudes regarding criminality
and sanctions. He rcints out that, presumably, the fluctuation
in the renalties which have been inflicted uron lawbreakers
over the years is a function of changes both in social
conditions and persreetives on offenders. Therefore, the
renalties which are rresently aprlied to criminals should be
a reflection of re:I.:lie attitudes regarding crime and punish-
ment. Hewever, there are Taws concerning ecme crimes which
are not in tune w]_eh societal reaction or sentiment relating
to those crimes. Tcr example, research on white-collar crime
4
reveals that, in many rstanees, citizens favor more severe
penalties than those often enforced in these cases.
Similarly, some conventional crimes, theught to be widely
condemned by the ite.b -ic because they vielate the mores of
7scciety, receive relatively tolerant responses from citizens.
1 
'
Rose and ?re' conducted a survey among university stu-
dents in 1.:innesota to determine their attitudes about forms of
r; 4,th to ho areeeerria,e to
1 .
7Gi000ns, and Punisnment: A Study In '-;ocial
Attitudes," r. •
8
them. Findinrfs revealed that these student onions about
crime were not correlated with the system then existing in
California courts concerning punishment practices. The
students ranked child beating and assault with a deadly
weapon as more serious offenses than those of unlawful manu-
facturing, sale, or possession of weapons. Ironically,
further study showed that the inmates in a California state
prison who were guilty of child beating had received consid-
erably shorter sentences than these offenders guilty cf less
serious cr1mes.
18 
Similarly, Rooney and Gibbons undertook
a study to obtain evidence on citizen reactions toward crimes
without victims. They found these reactions to be inccnsis-
tent with current legal rrocedures. example, the
respondents n this study creed that laws "('' -t legal"'Air egal
grounds for abortion should be liberalized. They favored
the handlin of homosexuality within a legal framework and
19
endorsed a reore severe handling of drug addicts.
These incidences shay; that in many cases the practices
of handling offenders do not coincide with the public's
concept of how they should be handled. Research in this area
is clearly needed if the laws and treatment practices
18
Arnold K. Rcse and Arthur E. Prell, "Does the Pun'sh-
nent Fit the f-7.--;me: 7tudy ,n Soc4 e1 7e]eaticn,"
Journal of Socio-logv, (1:ovember, 1955), rp. 247-259.
10
'Rconey and Gibbons, "1:ocial Reactions to 'Crimes
Witho.:t Victims,'" pp. 400.410.
JP
9
concerning crime and criminals are to be in harmony with
current pul;lic attitudes. The descriptive study rresented
in this par is an attempt to contribute specific and
significant em7irical research on the public images of
cri-^inals and the various alternatives for handling criminals
which the public world recommend for certain crimes.
A review of the literature reveals few studies which
deal specifically with societal reactions to the deviant.
20
The one most relevant to the present investigation is the
study cf Deviants by J. L. Simmons. In this study Simmons
conducted a series cf pilot studios to obtain em7:0re-51
evidence on how the "social audience" defines and creates
the deviant and how the label affects the life of the
deviant.21
Employing technicives develored,by.Yatz and Braly for
exploring stereoty7e,s of racial and ethnic grours, Simons
began the first study in 1965. He asked students of a social
problems class to answer such questions as: "Characterize
each stated type of deviant. Vhat are they like and what kind
of life do theylead?" rollowing this were open—ended ques—
tions about how certain deviants are recognized, what causes
20,
'1:itcuse, "Societal cactions to Deviant Behav—
ior;" 3ec:=, Outsiders; Rooney Gibbons, "Social
Reactions to 'Cri77-F, ';'ithout Victims'."
21
J. L. Simmons, Deviants, (University of California:
The GlendeL:sary 1- ress, 1969), r. 26.
10
. 4
them to be deviant and what measures should be taken to
handle them. A questionnaire listing seventy varied cherac-
teristics described in the open-ended responses was
administered to 134 adults in the second st')dy. ResPondents
were asked to circle the five characteristics which they
felt were most important for describing each group. Tabu-
lation of the circled characteristics indicated that a small
number of traits accounted for a large proportion of the
total responses.
22
Analysis of the data from the first two studies showed
that respondents displayed stereotyped images of the types of
deviants studied, and the content of these imaces was rela-
tively consistent. Findings also ehce:e'l that some roe:pen:lents
stereotyped and others did not. From this, Simmons concluded
that the tendency to stereotyPe deviants is a general charac-
:1 teristfc of the =raiser - himself. axamnation of the data
revealed a tendency for stereotyped thinking to be positively
associated with lack of edcation. However, Simmons surests
that the educated arc merely more subtle in their stereo-
tying and often give psychiatric explanations of deviancy.
23
The third pilct study utilized a soc'al distance scale
consistin7 of altx,rne.tive situations of residence for the





of rejection. In this study social distance was measured
between the respondent and members of five ethnic groups
and thirteen deviant or semi-deviant grours. The most
social distance was expressed by the respendents over forty
and by the least educated. In another phase of the study
dealing with "what shculd be done" with six or the deviant
groups, those resrondents with a low liberalism score were
found to favor stron:7 action, whereas, the educated, the
young, and the more liberal suggested significantly milder
recommendations.24
An over-all evaluation of Simmon's three pilot studies
results in the conclusion that stereotyped images of
criminals do exist among the public, and that the content
these inla(7es is relati,lely consistent anl largely unfavorable.
The rresent reser,rch is directed toward an examination
of images of criminal which existrieng the rublic. These
images are exarined from the persnective of three occurational
groupings, teachers, farmers, and maintenance men. The
socio-cultural characteristics which emerge account for the





DESIGN AND 1.7ETHOD OF RES-.7ARCH
It would be impractical to communicate all the factors
related to the images of crime and criminals. Therefore,
according to Quinney, these images have to be simplified,
sharpened, and consolidated into their essentials.
25
To
feciltPte the li -eq,zeion of images of crime, stereotypes of
crime and criminals are created. From this standpoint, the
concept oi "stereotype" was selected to be the method of
image.e of criinals in this study.
Irwin Deutscher's argument in his article, -The Stereotype
As A Research Tool," is offered as reasonable justification
for the application of stereotype's in discerning images:
If one is lookinz for a distorted response,
then loading becomes an advantageous methodo-
logical device. Because stereotypes are by
definition distortions, it should be apparent
that purPoseful distortion is necessary in the
identification of stereotypical images. . . .
Stereotyping . . . can be exploited as an entree
to the feelin7s, attitudes, images, and latent
responses, obscured within the respondent. . .
The principle is the same as that employed in
psycho2cgical prcjective t:f7tc, and
like projective devices, the co=on s'..erectype




can be esrecially useful in research concerned 26
with self—cenonntion and conceptions of others.
Befcre attempting to establish criminal images quanti—
tatively it vas necessary to determine the intrinsic nature
•
of an imae. Gustav ichheiser's discussion of this topic
served as the basis for the identification of an image as
examined in this study. Ichheiser suggests that all
phenomena have two espects--"expression" and "impression."
Expressien merely denotes the simple manifestation of a
given behavior. Impression refers to the meaninr which
these same manifestations assume when they are looked upcn
by a "receiver." 3eing fundamentally sociopsychoiogice4 in
71.1"tUre's 477:7"="1" 16-, .6,- • ••• ••••
social zerception and human i-elatio. The
locus on he image of personality rather than the personality
itself.
27
We ma.y conclude from Ichheiser's distinction between
expression and impression that the awareness we have of other
people, or the image we have of them, is based cn their
external personality (thc characteristics which are visible).
Ichheiser, himself, makes this point: "The raw material of
social perception, namely, that from which the image cf the
2A .
Irwa.1 _;eutscnc-!r, "The Stereotype As A Research Tool,"
Social Ferccc, tectober, 1953), p. 56.
27
Gustav Tchher, e ,1
Francisco: Jossey—Bass, Inc., 1970), :cp. 16-17.
41.
14
ether man is shaped, has to be defined not in terms of
expression but in terms of impression."
28
To aid in the
study of the material of social perception ("the material
of the imar:e of the other man"), Ichheiser suggests -44 ,2
followinP: classification of its data:
1. Static elements—the impressive characteristics
of rerscnal arnearance, including both the natural (i.e.
physique) and the artificial (i.e. dress).
2. D:rnamic elements—the impressive characteristics
of behavior 0..e. energetic, cauT,ious, perplexed, serious).
3. Stllaticns factors—the elements which can be
interpreted as impressive signs of a given nersonality
(i.e. residence, comPanions, occupation).
4. -Cemmunication of other reople about the particular
individual. Societal reaction may be considered as one
aspect of this dimansi/ n. Concerning criminals, this would
include society's acceptance or rejection of them and their
means of handling them..
20
5. Ccmmunication of this 4 114;v4.du,' snout 
The items ccnstituting the interview schedule utilized
in this study are designed to examine the static, dynamic,








societal reaction to the criminal. A discussion of these
items, which range from 1-2C, follows.
Items 1-93° include statements concerning the dynamic
(behavicral) and situational elements of the criminal image.
For examnle, item 3 ("Hest criminals are bitter toward the
police and other authorities") determines to what extent the
resnondents inelue "bitterness" in their image of a crimi-
nal's behavior. Likewise, item 4 Most criminals have many
contacts with other criminals") indicates whether or not the
respondents label the criminal as being associated with other
criminals in various situations. Thr list Of characteristics
in item 10 ex.elcres the content of the static (physical) and
the situational elements of criminal images. Per instnce,
the resr.ondent may describe the criminal as being physically
"dirty," "sloppy," "neat," "clean," and/or "puny." He may
also imagine the criminal in certain situations, such as
being a "gang member," a "loner," and/or "an acquaintance."
The selected social and personal characteristics, or the
"situational conditions," listed in item 12 are taken from a
study by Julian Roebuck and I,!ervyn Cadwallader in which they
°The :Items 1-9 mentioned here involve those beginning3
en page 5 of the crestiennaire, at which 1)oint euestions
dealjn with the resnondent's attitl7de be7n. he first
four rages of the cl).estiennaircm consist of twenty-two items
which concern information about the Eocio-cultural back-
ground of the respondent, his exposure to no meaia, his




analyzed the background of different types of offenders.
31
These items constitute further examination of the situational
element of the imar,e of a criminal, including such aspects
as his residence and companions. The omen-ended questicn
in item 14 provided the respondent with the chance to express
his image of a criminal in an rnstructured manner.
Associated with public images of criminals are thoughts
on how criminals should be treated and personal attitudes
toward the law. Ttem 13 is an adaptation of a social
distance technique to measure race attitudes. It is
utilized in this study to determine the =cunt of rejection
which the respondents feel for the criminal. kctually,
four aspects of the situational element of an ir:.aec aru
examined: the first six situations commrise one area of
investigation, 7-12 the second, 13-18 the third, and 19-24
the fourth. !,reas 1, 3, and 4 are directed toward the
neasure of "residential," "physical," and "interpersonal"
rejection, respectively. They measure a degree of "close-
ness" (in decreasing crder) which the respondent is willing
to grant the criminal. The second area also examines the




i,an B. Roebuck and 1:.ervyn I. Cadwallaor, 71,,.
i;egro Armed Hobbor A Criminal Type: The Cons-Lruction
And keDlication Cf A Typolo,7y," racific
Review, (Zipring, 1961), p. 23.
•••
17
to which the respondent is willinE; to have the erit!inal
occupy "positions" of rower and prestige.
32
Items 15-19 are designed to reflect personal feelings
about what the punishment should be for various crimes,
privileges one thin::s a criminal should have while in
prison and upon his release, and one's attitudes toward
the treat-lent of prisoners. The final item deals with the
favorableness or unfavorableness of the resnondent's
attitudes toward law enforcement and law officials.33
The interview schedule described above was administered
to 203 respondents during the months of June and July of
1971; all interviews were obtained by the researcher. The
total nutber included 115 teachers, 49 farmers, and 38
maintenance employees. Cf the 115 teachers, 65 were female--
the other two groups were entirely maJe. According to at7e
32-
irank R. Westie, "A Technicue for the Leasurement of
Race Attitudes," ;.mer'crn 20c4 o1o7.fcal ("february,
1953), pp. 73-78, cited in 1:arvin Shaw and Jack M. V:right,
Scales For The I.:_easurement of Attitudes, (Kew York: EcGraw-
Hill Dock Company, Inc., 1967), pp. 159-162. Areas 1 and 3
are utilized in this study as they were originally desined
by Westie; however, he employed them as scales. Area 2 is in
its original form with the exception of the first item, which
was sugjzested by Shaw and Wright as an improved substitute
for the original item. The fourth area is a complete revision
(by the researcher) of 7:estie's eric,tnal scale to measure
accel)tanc of C.ifferent races in -cirtior-of rcwa-,. and
rrestize.
33.,,, .nas-,aesios D. ::.ylonas and Wa-iter C. Reckless,
"Atttudc.c tc7:ar-; Taw Lnforcerent in Liroees and the United
States," Crime and Deli;louency, (January, 1963), pp. 86-38.
4
18
th:7 total sannle divided into two grouts with 119 under 40
an 64 over 40 years of age. Eighteen fell in the educatioral
category lalleled "nartial," which annlies top those respon-
dents whose educational experience ranged from less than fc.:r
•
years to some high school. The second educational group
rnsi..;ted of 42 who had a hih school diticma. r-hr educa-
tional level of the remaining 55 respondents ranged from
some college, to college degree, to Graduate work. 1111J.LL,11.  total
sample was also divided into groups according to the size o:
the place in which the respondents had lived the lasigest.
Seventy-five had lived in a city of 10.000-100,C00 or more,
57 in a town of 2,500-10,000, and 71 had lived on a farm or
in open country. Since the objective is to examine the
content of' criminal imazes in a given sanrle and not to infer
generalizations to the population as a whole, the relatively
small grouts intervieve1 d were felt to be sufficient for
obtaining the necessary data.
The farmers and maintenance employees of the university
were interviewed individually or, where possible, in small
groups. The "captive audience" technique was anplied in
obtaining restcnses frcm teachers in classroom situations.
In any instance where a group situation occurred, the inter-
viewer ,,s available to answer any questicns which the
respondents might have concerning any phase Of the question-
naira. Such ,ck place rvtcly between the
19
interviewer and the individual respondent so that the
thoughts of the other resrendents would not be influenced.
Every attemrt was made to assure the persons interviewed
of their anncnymity when the final results were reported;
no recuests were made for them to sign the questionnaire.
The amount of data generated by this instrument
covered too broad a spectrum to be reported in one Parer.
Therefore, the present study is concerned with only a limited
rart o4 the initial investigation. Data on the background
of the respondent selected for this study included his
occunaticn, education, age, and size of the place of his
longest residence. Initial examination of this data called
for the original rc.sponscs into categories of
meanfnrful size and relatedness. Occuration is desi7nated
as either "teacher," "farmer," or "maintenance." Education
is crorize'' into "rartial," "high school," and "som
colleL:e or rore." Age of the reerondPnt is recorded as
r, th-r "40 or under" or "over 40." The three categories of
A -Nr0,") ", ri-Nr, A ”size of residence are fl n -1CO3,+,u u"",
r•r".",
and "f,--m or open country."
The independent variable categories designated abcve
were cross-tabulated with the contents of three iteTs
selected fro::: the original questionnaire concerning stereo-
typed images of criminals and attitudes toward handlin7:
them. 71.:'firet itar.1 involved iE item 13. For each of the
20
twenty traits respondents were given the choice of
selectini-,: or not selecting it as part of their image of a
criminal. Responses were recorded and percentages tabu-
lated for resrcndents who selected a given trait in each
category. Llso 'nclu4ed in the analysis were the twenty-
four social distance situations in iten 13. The respondents
could cl- ocse to "--,..'w-=ys," "usually, " "cc:ldcm," cr "never"
be in the situation. For purposes of analysis, responses
and
collarsed into two categories--(1.) "always or usually,"
• ,•••. "seldom or never." ;igain, the percentages were
tabulated in each cater:ory fcr each of the grours of the
four independent variables.
The third item examined, item 16, involved the se2cc-
tion cf alternative measures for the handling of twelve
types of offenders. Respondents were g:Lven several choices
which were later collaised into the following feur categories,
ra- ing in - crouz level of sr.verity; (1.) "death,*
';') 1 "ID .___4„-„4- or _cng 1111",„,sal aa *a a • • a (3.) • SO
prison sentence, -crcbation, or fine," and (4.) "suspended
sentence, psychiatric care, or hospitalization." As before,
percentages were ccmpiled for the fcur alternatives in each
'of the categories cf the socio-cplturel variables pertaining
to the „ • •._ - •
After 7ercen7a.7cs had been recorded in all instancr,s
each of the four independent variables (occupation, ed.:zeal:len,
21
age, and size of place of longest residence), Chi—square
tests were computed to determine whether any of the differ—
ences in responses generated by the groups were significant.
CHAPTER III
RESULTS
The method of statistical analysis employed in this
study is the Chi-square test for significant differences
among the reeronses of the individuals in the sample
'groups.'4 Each of the four indenendent variables was
cross-tabulated with fifty-six variables comprising measures
of criminal imarzes. The results are presented in the tables
which =e'.'cw.
Table 1 shows the list cf twenty traits which the
resnondent mi.-ht include in his image of
PPO^. iit
er4,r4rnl. In
variable, cate:cry the percentage is ,ziven
for those who checked the trait as one which came to their
mind when thinking of crThinals. For each category a Chi-
seuare value is 7i,:cn, fellowed by an asterisk if that value
was found to be siEnificant at the .05 level. Examination
of these relationships shows that, over-all, there are few
significant differences among the respcndents in relation to
the traits which they consider to be characteristic of
crim4nol. Significant differences did ernerg,e when the four
For a disc17ssion of the Chi-re test and rcl,,ted
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independent variables were cross-tabulated with the trait
"male." The occupational and educaGional variables show a
difference in rezponses significant at the .001 level.
Differences between the respondents of the age categories
wore significant at the .01 level. Similarly, the size of
the place of longest residence was found to be significantly
related to the respondents who stereotyped criminals as
being "male" (x2 = 7.8, P .05). In this instance, 75.7%
of the teachers, 71.1,1) in the age grcun under 40, and 69.9-
70.2;; of those respondents living in a city of 2,500 or more
had an image of a criminal as being male. Differences found
among the reondents for labeling the criminal as "unedu-
cated" were also found to be sirnificant. Those groups
displaying the highest percentage of positive response in
each category were; (1.) teachers, 61.7,% (2.) college
training, 62.8, and 3.) under 40, 59.0.
A closer examination of this table shows five traits
which have a high degree of response in all categories:
These are "uneducated," and "gang"dirty," "loner,
member." The lowest percentage to check any of these items
in any cne category was 23.5,1). In almost all of the other
categories, 40.-,1 or more of the respondents checked the trait
as being ar,rt of of a cr,----1 en Ihough
there were great variatiens in the responses to every trait,
wc re2y cenelude that at least these fi...;e traits were
consistently a rart of the eelblc image of criminals.
25
Examination of Table 2 shows that significant differ-
ences do exist amon:3- the oceunational categories and their
respective responses to almost all of the social distance
situations described. :he first six items represent sccial
distance ccncerninE residence of the criminal: no signifi-
cant differences were found in the first three situations.
Cver 7C;') in all categories indicated that they would seldom
Cr never want a criminal living in the same apartment
building as they dij, across the street from them, or in
their neighborhood. Significant differences were found for
having a criminal 147e in the same end of town as the
respondent, in the same town, or in the same country. For
these situations teachers exuressed the least social distance
and farmers the most. Significant differences dc exist among
the occupaticnal Fro= cn all six items concerning the
physical closenesF: --rI th - criminal (i.e. "swim in e same
pool," x2 = 6.68, 1'z_ .05; "ride in the ss7::e elevator,"
x
2 
= 9.66, P z_ .01). As befcre, teachers were found to show
the least social distance and farmers the most. Although
differences were found, we may note that over 6C;; of all
teachers and 50". of all maintenance employees Were "always
or usualay" willing to accept the criminal in every situ2tion.
Acceptance by the 4"?=.1-mars 33.3
wzrious situations. Foy. items 13-1P c,7'rni'icant differences















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































crimina: j.n some situations of interpersonal contact (i.e.
"as a close personal friend," x
2 = 6.00, P 4.05; "as an
acquaintance," x
2 
= 9.52, P de_ .01). Again, where differ-
ences were found, teachers appeared to show the least
rejection, and farmers showed the most. The over-all
amount of acceptance for the criminal in the interpersonal
situations was lower than in the situations involving
physical contact.
The level of education of the respondent was folmd to
be significantly related to s willingness to accept the
criminal in various social situations (Table 3). Arain.
concerning residence, no sirnificant differences were found
in the first three items. Over 8070 in all categoriesdid
not want the criminal living in the same apartment building
as they did, acrccs the street from them, or in the same
neighborhood. These 7ith a higher educaticn were more
tolerant than those with a lesse - education cf having a
criminal live in the came ena of town as they did, in the
same town, or in the same country. The higher educated
again showed significantly less rejection of criminals in
all situations of physical and interPerscnal contact
(i.e. "drink from the same fountain," x
2 = 25.98, P.‹.CCI;
one see en r, street," x2 = 23.21, r

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































of rejection was found for interpersonal contact than for
physical closeness.
rith age as the independent variable (Table 4),
differences resulted which arc similar to those in the
previous two table. Both are groups were largely unwilling
to have the criminal live in the same anartrent building
(40 and under, F4.9,4); Over 40, 92.2), live across the street
(40 and under, 78.4;1; Over 40, 85.9r:0), or in their neirhbor-
hood (40 and under, 73.4; Over 40, 82.Vi). On the remaining
three residential items--"live in end of town, live in
my town, and live in my country"--the younger respondnts
expressed less rejection for the criminal. They also showed
less rejection in terms of closeness and inte-
personal contact (i.e. "swim in the can;e pool," x
2 
15.12,
P 4-001; "as an acouaintance," x
2 
= 6.82, P .01). No
significant 
differenc4 
s were found for having the criminal
in positions of trust or prest13-e, except "as a street
cleaner," where the younger respondents showed more accep-
tance.
In terms of the size of the place of longest residence
(Table 5), respondents from the urban areas were found
to show significantly less rejection 1.47 the criminal in all
rtion‘, :n7olv4 nr- rfr7sidnce of criminl.  also---a
showed lees rejedtion in situations of physiopl closeness





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































tables, all groupc express greater rejection in situations
of interpersonal contact than in those involving physical
closeness. For example, in the greater urban areas, the
percentage of respondents who accepted the criminal in
situaticns of physical closeness ranged from 64.0-84.QL
In contrast, the Percentage of these same respcndents who
accepted the criminal in interpersonal contact ranged from
20.0-69.31. For the items representing pcsitions of trust
and Prestige, the urban respondents \-:,Tre fond to more
readily accent the criminal "as a local stcre ownce." and "as
a television repairman."
Tables 6-9 were comriled from the results of ercce-
tabulating occupation, education, age, and size of niece of
longest residence with elternative rracticen for handling
offenders of certain crimes. An examination of the four
tables shows that no significant -differences were found
among the -,,snorrler'e. in any of the indenendent variable
categories. The relative consistency of respcnses is
apparent from the tables. For example, approximately 35-45 35,,
of all respondents in each category suggested that offenders
guilty cf premeditated murder should be put to death.
Accordinr: to these rernendents, drunken drivers should be
handled thro-,-ch a short prison sentence, rrobetion, or a
35ene exceation to this s found in "'able 9 vnder thecategory "2,500-10,000" where only 25.0':; recommended deathfor one guilty of nremeditated murder.
33
fine (i.e. 69.5, teachers; 77.61, farmers; 83.8, mcinte-
nance; 88.9;!, partial education; 82.9, high schcol; 6o o.-4.





city of 10,000 or more; 70.2:4,, town of 2.500-10,CC0;
farm or oren country).
Roughly 50-60;; of all respondents favored putting one
guilty of forcible rape behind bars for a long term, possibly
life. Indecent exposure would be handled through a suspended
sentence, rsychiatric care, or hosritalization by at least
cC o.;4; -11 respondents, and similar treatment would be
extended to the homosexual by at least CO. Those guilty of
vandalism wculd be subjected to a short prison sentence,
probation, or a fine oy arproxireately 60-9C;; of all the
respondents in this study. Over-all, the majority fa7cred
16strong meaeures- _ter the offender ) 4. of premeditated
murder, murder in anger, forcible rape, armed robbery, and
the selling cf narcotic drugs. L:ilder action was recom-
mended for thcce o_lilty cf drunken driving, drunk and
disorderly conduct, indecent exposure, homosexuality,
shopliftinF, vanealism, and the use of narcotic drugs.
3C"-:ytrone. measures" are consjdered in tl,'e study to be
the death penalty, life imrrisen7ent, or a long priecn
sentence. The less severe measures—short prison sentence,
7robaticn, fine, sentence, pee7ehiatric eere,


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The purpose of this paper was defined as two-fold;
(1.) to present findings concerning the content of public
images of criminals, and (2.) to show their relevance to
the social reality of cri7re. The first phase is fulfilled
by the report of the findings in the previous chanter.
Data show that the respondents include a wide variety
of characteristics in their image of a criminal; a few
characteristics p...pear to be a relatively consistent part
of the images in all rroups. In all instances where
differc:Ices were found co:-Icerning social distance, teachers
expressed the least rejection and farmers generally
expressed the most rejection. Those with the most
education were least likely to reject the criminal, and those
with a h16h school education, or less, were mcst likely to
reject him. The age group "40 and under" appeared :7.ore
willing to accept the criminal in all the social distance
situations. Those respondents from cities of 10,000-100,000
or more showed the least social distance cn all items. The
reznonEee of tho:,;e frm smaller cities and rlyral areas were
relative,- similar. ciolificant differences were found
pertainfng to the way the resl:ondente would handle criLinals.
38
e.
Priritin Office. 1967), nn. 85-95.
The tack which remains is to show hcw these findings
are relevant to the social reality of crime. The results
show that the characteristic "male" was recorded as a part
of the imare in all groups by 41.5-75.774'. This is rossibly
a reflection of the influence of mass media in sharing
the public's knowledge and perception of the crime phenome-
non. The violent and dramatic crimes (i.e. murder, rare,
armed robbery) receive a highly disproportionate coverage
in the news as well as in movies and television programs.37
Tr, most of these instances, the offenders are men. ';omen,
in contrast, are associated with crimes of lesser conse-
ouence (i.e. shoplifting, rrostitution). .Tess media has
helped to direct society's primary concern with crime to
"violent crimes," which represent the biggest threat to
its meZbers. Therefore, when thinking of crime in general,
the public is likely tt think of "violent crimes,"38
and, consecuently, their Image of a criminal will reflect
characteristics connected with the offenders of violent
crimes. The groltn of resnondents censisting of teachers,
37Jennie "Public Attitudes Toward Crime and
Taw Pnfcrcement," Annr,ls of the American Ac?dmy cf T'ol 4 ticc,1
and Eccial Scence, (ovember, 1961), p. 35.
36— .-±rcoLa'2 r.;ommissien on Law Enforcement and Admin-
istration of J17stice, rcrce Tlerort: Crime and T
Imract--An Assessment (":ashin7ton. D. C.: r:overnms-t
mhic-
surveys by Geor7e Gallup, Director, American institute of
Public Opinion and Icuis Harris, public opinion analyst.
40
the celleze educated, age 40 and under, and those from the
urban locations showed a significantly higher percentage
who thought of the criminal as "male." These are the
respondents who would most likely be found in the urban
areas where the "v4 clent crimes" are more frequent and
mere publicized.
Two other characteristics which were recorded by a
relatively high percentage in all groups are "loner" and
"gang member." These are characteristics which are often
associated with those who commit violent crimes. For
instance, some widely publicized murders which h,-Ive helped
to share the rublic's concept cf and reaction teward this
crime are the assessinations of John and Pcbert Kennedy
and i7.artin I. Kit-1:r, and the brutal s2e.ying of eight student
nurses in Chicago. There was widespread publicity of the
tcentrcvercy ever wheth r the ssaassinations were plotted
and executed by one individual or if they were conceived
through the collaboration of a grour or "gang." r-11- ty,
slaying of the student nurses was reported as the "lone"
act of a psychonathic hiller.
can see from these few examples that the primary
frame of reference from which the pl)blic conceives its
general i:Lage cf crime is that of "violent crimes." it
wsuld seem reasonable to assume from this that the majority
of all crimes cemmitted woul,-: be of a violent nature. But,
41
in actuelity, only about 20;', of all arrests are for what the
Federal Illreau. of investigation defines as serious crimes.
Of this n=ber, about 80;'4, are crimes against property--not
the widCy rublicized violent crimes aEainst reorile.39 In
terms of the "social reality" of crime, it would seem that
the crimes which the public fears the most, and which shape
their irna.7e. of the criminal and consequent reaction toward
him, are the crimes which occur the leest.
40
That does this mean for the "social reality" of the
It means that most criminals, regardless of the
severity cf their crime, will be judged and treated in
society as if they were guilty of the worst violent crime.
7:Aridence cf this is noted from the data in this study-
Respondents were relatively consistent in their selection
of nunesnment and treatment practices fcr the specific
crimes "Isted in 
itemI 
16. 'Il hey arreared to choose a method
cf handl:n.7 P criminal wilch coincided with the type of
offence and its relative severity. Tor instance, those
guilty e -remeditated murder would be nut to death or
confined for life, or at least a lon,7 time, in a pE;nal
institution. Vandals would be handled throuh a short
rricen cen':ence, Probation, or a fine. lionor,exrals would
14-17.




be given a pended sentence and treated thrown psychiatric
care or hospitalization.
At least in a legal sense, it wo-.11d Feem that the public
is aware of the different types of crime and their relative
threat to society, and that it tries to treat the criminal
acccrdingly. However, when it comes to the personal inter-
action of the respondent and the criminal, this differen-
tiation of treatment is not as Pronounced. On the items of
social distance, relative to the degree of interpersonal
closeness which the respondent is willing to allow the
criminal, respondents indicated that they would prefer not
to associate with the criminal personally. Generally, they
would not accept the criminal in any positions of trus''. and
prestige, nor they be willing to have him live near
By labelin.:, orimtnal C. "bad" and, consequently,
treating him as deviant in everyday life, society rakes it
very hard for the criminal to again be socialized into
conventional society. Cnly a few of the totalnumber of
respondents asked that the troe of criminal be specified
in this iTem. A very high majority accepted the statement
to mean a criminal, in general, and reacted accordingly.
This gives further zurport to the idea that the general
public Image of crina7 c, tr--ns from the puble's concert
of violent crimes. The legal definition of eriminal,, and
related methos for handling them due:: not appear to be the
.•••
43
determining factor in labeling criminals. Only when the
label is carried over into everyday life does the signifi-
cance cf a criminal's action acquire meaning in terms of
scial reality.
Wm:
Altheugll the percentage of willingness 4-uo
accent the criminal in interpersonal contact is not high,
significant differences did emerge among the grcups.
Teachers, the most highly educated, the younger respondents,
and those from urban areas were found to more readily accept
the criminal. Further research is needed to determlne if
these sccic-cultural characteristics are related to
increased liberalism, which is, in turn, related to
increased telnrance. The con"41.--at4 cr. cf these relation-
shits would indicate that those variables should be taken
into consideration in. determining the feasibility of
alternative methods oft crime preventicn and the treatment
of criminals.
Public images of criminals and attitudes tcwa-d the
handling of them are relevant because they are the scurces
frcm which action tcward the criminal stems. Individual
conceptions of criminals and crime merge to form a public
concepton cf these rhenomene. A nizblic conception of crire
coneecuently provides definitions of what s considered to
be crime, prescribes measurer for fighting crime and the
ifte".1.1—^ etand%rds for the ccnfuci.of
41P
44
"conformins7" members of society when confronted with those
who deviate. Thus, when the attitudes toward crime and
criminals leeccmc action, a sccial reality of crime has been
created.
The larger imnlcetions of these data are that a socio-
logical theory of deviance must include the range and
variety of images of crime and criminals held by individuals,
groups, and controlling agencies within the rublic. For in
modern society, the socially significant differentiation of
criminals frc= non-criminals is becomineT increasingly
related to the social reality of crime which men have
created as a result cf their knowledge about crime and their
perceptions c' its meaning to them. The need is clearly
established for concentratin,7 future studies not cnly on
the making end enforcing cf laws to punish offenders, but
also cn the normative percepticns which shape our images
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STUDIES OF CRIYINAL IL:AGES





and some cf the reasc:-.s behind these differences.
the differencer in attitudes of the rublic toward crininals
of criminals. This clrvey attempts to find out more about
We are asking ler your help with this study of images
A. This is an attitude survey, not a test. There are;1.-4 no "right" or "wrong" answers. 7:e hope you will give us
:i your frank and honest ()Pinions on all cur,stions co that the
..:-;
1
study will give a true picture cf the facts.
B. You are not asked to sign the questionnaire, nor
will any other attemrt be made to discover your identity.
51
52
To evaluate th.s survey it is imrortant to knew a few
things about the back.-round of each person who responds.
Please hell; by answering the items 1--16 as accurately as
possible. The items can be answered easily by checking a





2. Marital status: more than S30,000
single
married 7 How many years of formal
education have you had?
widowed






5 If you are a teacher
indicate the subject ,..4 -,,..i...










8. What is your religious
preference?
(write in)














10. There were you born?




11. That is the approximate
size of the place where
you have lived the longest?




town less than 2,500
open country, on farm
cren country, not on
CAU •al
12. That is the location of
within the city 217its
suburb
country
13. Dc you read a newsra7er
rezularly?
 yes no
14. If yes please give the
name cf the paper.
(write in)
15. Check the sections of the













16. List the five television
programs which you watch
most regularly.
17. Of the following situa-
tions which had you
rather be in? Rank them
from 1-8, letting number
1 be the situation you
would rather be in and
nber C the situation
you would least like to
be in.
Living in a condition
of noverty




T1cin7; the perent of a
child who is sick
Being the parent of a
dclincnt child
7t;11
Living in a time
world war
Being a criminal
Bein:: the victim of an
automobile accident
18. *:7hich of the following
persons do you have the
most sympathy for? Rank
the:" fre7 1--e, letting
number 1 be the rerson
you have the most sym-
pathy for and number 8





A victim of a delin-
c=t cr criminal act





19. If you were forced to
distribute a limited
source of money to
research in different
areas, to which of the
fcllow'rG areas would
you rive the most
money? I:umber this
area as 1 and continue
ranking the others up
to number 6 which should
be the area to which you
wcu3d F;ive the :!east
amount of money.
Rose arch in the area
of zoverty
Hesearch in medicine
of Research in the
treatment of
delincuency
Research in the area
of crime control
54





20. That is the extent of
your experience as a
victim of crime?
Check one.
Am not aware of hav-
ing ever been the
victim of any crime
Have been the victim
of a property crime
(i.e. theft, vandal-
ism) amo,Intin7 to no
more than S5C.
Have been the victim
of a prorerty crime
amounting to more
than $50.




Rave been the victim
of assault or some
other crime of
violence.
21. That is the greatest
extent of your experi-
ence with prison insti-
tutions? Check one.
I 1-lave never been





I have observed in-
mates or worked in a
jail or penitentiary.
I have been a Prisoner
in a city or county
jail.
T have been a prisoner
in a state or federal
penitentiary.
22. That is the greatest extent
of your experience with the
law and the courts? Check
one.
I have never been
charged witll a traffic
violation.
rcthing mere serious
then a traffic violation.
I have appeared as a
wIIrr,c.e in a civil or
a cri=inal court.
or defendent in a civil
ec-_zrt.




In items 1--9 check 7he answer which best renresents
ycur res72cnse to the statment.








2. Lost criminals feel that they are victims of a corrupt
society.
Ztrongly Agree  Undecided Strongly Disagree
___Agree Disagree
3 los.t criminals are bitter toward the police and other
authorities.
Strongly Agree  Undecided Strongly Disagree
Disagree
4. 'Lest criminals have many contacts with ether criminals.
Stron7ly A -rea  Undecided
Disagree -
5. Ia)st criminals come from a home backround which is:
relative2y stable
marked by tensicn and ccnflict
Other
ovrite in)






7. Yost criminals come from a community back:round which is:
urban rural . slum Other
(write in)





9. I consider a person who sells illegal drugs to be a
criminal.
Strongly Agree Undecided Strongly Disagree
Agree Disagree
10. Read through the words listed below and circle any which
help to describe the picture or image which comes to
your mind when you think--CRI=AI. If you do not find
suitable words in the list, you may add those which you
thin: are necessary for a satisfactory description.
Remember, circle only those words which first came to
your mind in thinking of a criminal.
male clean unndt-.c2,ted







11. Indicate the extent to which you thin:: criminals have
or dc not have the following qualities. Below are
liste:d four choices which you :lay use in ccm-oleting the
sentences. In each item put the number of the answer
you select in the blank space.





























12. Indicate whether or not you think the conditions listed
below occurred in the life of any of the given offenders.
ExamPle: If the first condition was "Living in a slum
when arrested," you would put a check mark under the
types of offenders which you think would have been living
in a slum at the time they were arrested.
Reared in orphanage or
Family on welfare 1
aily brcken by deser
History of criminality
Inadeqvate supervision
HostiTit:T toward one or
Disciplinary problem a
History cf running away
Juvenile delinquent co










































: home or school
*
:Panions in youth




13. chsck the space which best indicates your response
to each completion of the statement below.
I would be willinq to have a cririnal
live in the same apartment
building I live in
live across the street
from me
live in my neiEhborhood
live in my end of town
live in my town
live in my country
drink from the same foun—
tain as I do
swim in the same pool as
I do
have hs hair cut by the
same zarber who cuts mine
try on clothes at the store
where I 1J,..ycches
ride in the same Crowded
elevator I am in
use leniin.7 library boo7:s
I also 'borrow
as a close personal friend
as a dinner guest i. my
'Lome
as a person I often
Visit with
as an acquaintance
as someone I might say
hello to
as someone I miz:ht see On
The street
as a dector
as a cororation salesmen
as a local Erocery store
ownEr and operator
as a television repairman
as a street cleaner
in any job which he could
perform
59





14. In tie snace provided below you are asked to describe
the image, or mental picture, you have when you think
of a
15. Now, bri.e.rly describe :hat the courts should 4o with
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































17. Of the follewing -Privileges chech those which you
thin: a criminal should be allowed to have while he
is in prison.
maintain control of a business
save and invest his money
vote in elections
sue for damages to him or his property
have the privacy of a room in which he is free to
add a few of his own personal furnishings
receive unlimited mail from persons authorized to
write him by the priscn officials
conduct business (i.e. buy proerty)
get married
__occasionally stay overnight with his wife or 7irl
friend in special housing facilities within the
prison




18. Now, check the privileges which you think a criminal
should be allowed to have after he is released from
prison.
reclIme his r,refession (i.e. doctors, professors)
vote in elections
attend a college or university
live in the area of town he chooses to live in
get a job
belong to a church
get married
conduct business (i.e. by property)
hold public office or positions of trust
inherit rrorerty
alff





19. There are 11 statements listed below which deal with
how prisoners should be treated :in rrison. Please
read each item carefully. If yct7. aTree with the
statement put an _A in the blank space; if you disagree,
put a D in the 'clan!: space.
The zovernment is justified in ::.aking people suffer
in prison.
The treatment program of prisoners should include
some type of physical punishment.
Restricting a prisoner's diet to bread and water
will help TO reform him.
Cruel treatment of a rrisoner makes him more
danzerous.
Tr we arc to successfully refor a crimina2, he must
be shown kindness and 1;nrierr4-- , while U^ is in
prison.
should first pl.dlish a crirLinal and then try to
reform him.
A prisoner should be made to attend church services
regularly.
The prisoner's cell should be made like a room in
the average person's house.
life in rr4son should be made much like life out-
side priscn as possible.
People in rrison should be worked no more than 8
hours a day.
Prisoners should be treated worthwhile 1 =a-
bein7s.
64
20. Read the items below carefully and underline quickly
the phrase which most accurately expresses your
feeling about each statement. Where possible, let
your own personal experience determine your answer.
(1). The sentences that judges make in court are
determined by their prejudices.
Strongly Agree Undecided Strongly Disagree
Agree Disagree
(2). 17e would have less crime if ollr laws were more
strict.
( 3 )
Strongly Agree Undecided Strongly Disagree
Agree Disagree






(4). Personal circumstances should never be con—
sidered as an excuse for lawbreaking.
Strongly Agree Undecided Strcngly Disagree
Agree Disagree
( 5 ) . Policemen are generally honest.
Strongly Agree Undecided Strongly Disagree
Agree Disagree
(6). Policemen often carry a grudge against men who
get in trouble with the law and treat them
cruelly.




(7). As long as you don't cet caught, it is all





If you have the money to pay for it, anything










of the authorities treatin7 hir
Undecided Strongly Disagree
Disagree
(10). Police are very careful not to arrest innocent
persons.
Strongly AEree Uliducided Strongly Disagree
Disrigree
(11). Violators of the law are almost always detected
pum1sIlef.
Strongly Agree Undecided Strongly Disagree
Agree Disagree




frlend AT*4 -7 while drumk,,, I
Mm as a criminal.
Undeciaed Strongly sagree
Disuspaa
